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South Africa barely grew in 2016
The economy grew by only 0.4% y-o-y in first 3 quarters

Source: Stats SA
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The weakness have become more broad-based.
Most major industries grew by less than 2% y-o-y in the first 3 quarters 
of 2016

Source: Stats SA

Industries Y-o-y % change

YTD'16 2015 2014

Agriculture -7.0 -5.9 6.9

Mining -4.1 3.2 -1.4

Power & water -2.9 -1.0 -1.3

Transport & communication -0.1 1.4 3.1

GDP 0.4 1.3 1.6

Manufacturing 0.7 -0.3 0.1

Personal services 1.1 1.1 1.7

Domestic trade 1.1 1.4 1.4

Construction 1.4 2.0 3.6

General government 1.7 0.7 2.7

Finance, real estate & business services 2.1 2.8 2.4
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What went wrong in 2016?

■ The global commodity price cycle entered a downturn from 2012

■ Slower and changing growth in China

■ Demand for commodities fell short of supply – excess capacity forced prices lower

■ Reduced demand for SA’s main export – commodities still account for about 60% of 

exports

■ The commodity price slump hurt mining & manufacturing the most
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Growth in China, the largest consumer of bulk commodities, slowed and 
changed

Source: Thompson Reuters Datastream
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With commodities accounting for about 60% of SA exports, the local 
economy remains highly dependent on the global price cycle 

Source: SARB & Stats SA
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What went wrong in 2016?

■ The global commodity price cycle entered a downturn from 2012

■ A vicious drought

■ A dysfunctional labour market

■ Limited power capacity to fuel faster growth

■ Expensive and inefficient economic infrastructure operated by broken SOEs beset by corrupt 

practices

■ Increasing interventionist economic policies 

■ Weak government finances
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This at a time when government finances are under tremendous 
pressure &  rating downgrades threatened

Sources:  2016 National Budget Review, Nedbank 

Persistent budget deficit above 3% of GDP… Debt burden rising just over 50% of GDP…

Threat of downgrade to junk by one or more rating agency
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What went wrong in 2016?

■ The global commodity price cycle entered a downturn from 2012

■ A vicious drought

■ A dysfunctional labour market

■ Limited power capacity to fuel faster growth

■ Expensive and inefficient economic infrastructure operated by broken SOEs beset by corrupt 

practices

■ Increasing interventionist economic policies 

■ Weak government finances

■ Increased political risks caused by ‘strange & suspicious’ decisions, corruption & infighting.

■ Some key decisions of the executive branch of government threatened and undermined:

■ The integrity and authority of National Treasury

■ The authority of Chapter 9 institutions

■ The integrity of law enforcement and prosecution

■ Supported the misallocation of state resources at SOEs 

■ The independence of the SARB and the supervision of the banking sector
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Escalating political turmoil since 9 December 2015 & mounting evidence 
of widespread corruption also unsettled most South Africans

Sources: 

Various
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Economic realities & destructive politics left most businesses and 
consumers punch drunk on bad news

Source: BER
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Protracted pressure on companies have hurt confidence and reduced the 
appetite to expand capacity

Source: SARB & Stats SA
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Political uncertainty triggered a series of unfortunate events that hurt 
the consumer – starting with the rand in late 2015 & early 2016

Source: Thompson Reuters Datastream
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Rising inflation (6.8%), especially food inflation (12%), further eroded 
household purchasing power

Source: Stats SA
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The plunging rand & the threat of ‘junk’ status forced the Reserve Bank 
to hike interest rates further in early 2016

Source: Stats SA & SARB
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Relatively high household debt burdens & rising debt service costs 
weighed on households

Source: SARB QB
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These cost pressures came at a time when household income was 
already taking strain from rising unemployment

Source: Stats SA
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Consequently, disposable income growth slowed down to a crawl, rising 
by only 0.3% y-o-y in the first three quarters of 2016.

Source: SARB QB
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These factors combined to restrict growth in consumer spending to a 
modest 0.9% y-o-y in the first three quarters of 2016.

Source: Stats SA & SARB QB
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What went wrong in 2016?

■ The global commodity price cycle entered a downturn from 2012

■ A vicious drought

■ A dysfunctional labour market

■ Limited power capacity to fuel faster growth

■ Expensive and inefficient economic infrastructure operated by broken SOEs beset by corrupt 

practices

■ Increasing interventionist economic policies 

■ Weak government finances

■ Increased political risks caused by ‘strange & suspicious’ decisions, corruption & infighting.
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So where to from here?
Key forces likely to shape 2017.
■ Global forces – ‘The times they are a-changing’

■ Trump administration expected to boost US growth through:

■ Significant tax cuts

■ Aggressive infrastructure investment ($1 trillion)

■ Reduced regulation

■ Markets are assuming that Trump’s more controversial campaign promises will not 

extend much beyond hard rhetoric

■ Scrapping of free trade deals

■ Hefty tariffs on Chinese & Mexican imports

■ Mass deportation of illegal immigrants

■ The greatest, most beautiful and terribly amazing wall (‘…with some fencing in 

places’)

■ China : Steadier but new threats loom large 

■ Steadier conditions have emerged in the manufacturing sector

■ There are still concerns about mounting debt levels 

■ Concerns about destructive impact of possible ‘trade war’ with the US

■ Risk of escalating conflict between China and the US over disputed territory in South 

China Sea
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So where to from here?
Key forces likely to shape 2017.
■ Global forces – ‘The times they are a-changing’

■ Trump administration expected to boost US growth through:

■ China : Steadier but new threats loom large 

■ UK : About to embark on the most complicated ‘divorce’ in economic history (BREXIT)

■ Markets will watch every step very closely

■ Negotiations will probably take years to conclude

■ An open mind will reduce the cost to both the UK, the Euro Zone, the world economy

■ The ‘true’ cost of BREXIT will only materialise over the longer term

■ Europe :

■ BREXIT negotiations

■ Security threats:  Mass migrations from the Middle East, terrorism, Trump’s ‘special’ 

relationship with Russia’s Putin &  limited enthusiasm for NATO

■ Rising nationalism & populism across Europe could be test the EU and the euro.

■ Vulnerable banks in Italy & structurally high government debt in Greece and other 

peripheral countries 
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Steadier conditions in China & prospects of increased infrastructure 
spending in the US have boost commodity prices

Source: Thompson Reuters  Datastream
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The recovery in commodity prices are likely to occur, but only gradually

Source: EIU
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■ Positives

■ Prospect of steadier conditions in China 

■ Expectations of some acceleration in US growth

■ A stronger US dollar

■ Upturn in global commodity prices

■ Boost export production & sales

■ Improve profits in the mining & manufacturing sectors 

■ Perhaps help end slide in capital expenditure &  rise in retrenchments

■ Negatives

■ Risk of global disappointments remains very high

■ Negative elements of  the  US President-elect’s foreign affairs and trade policies may 

‘trump’ the positive elements  of proposed economic policies – trigger trade war, increase 

global security threats and sow uncertainty around the world

■ Complex BREXIT negotiations may still trigger renewed market jitters

■ Europe remains fragile with national elections in many countries where populism and 

nationalism have been on the rise – France, Belgium, Germany

■ Higher global oil prices & stronger US dollar 

■ Result in higher domestic fuel prices

■ Potential risk to inflation

The implications for SA
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Where to from here?  
The outlook for 2017

■ Domestic forces 

Key risks:  Renewed political turmoil & continued threat of a sovereign risk rating downgrades

■ Private sector business confidence, fixed investment & employment

■ More favourable global prospects & upturn in global commodity prices

■ Limited power capacity – unlikely to be tested, but should lift slowly as new capacity comes on 

stream

■ Expensive & inefficient economic infrastructure – SOE reform remains slow

■ Labour market reform – national minimum wage, limited progress elsewhere

■ Unfavourable and unclear economic policies 

■ Public sector spending will remain restricted by strain on public finances

■ MTBPS reflects difficult position – requires more spending cuts & increased taxes to reduce 

budget deficit to below 3% in 2018/19

■ The margin of error is small given the threat of sovereign risk rating downgrade to ‘junk’ 

■ Consumer spending is expected to improve but conditional on:

■ Modest job creation possible, but unlikely to be significant

■ Both public and private sector wage growth will remain constrained by economic realities

■ Higher taxes will hurt disposable income

■ Inflation 

■ Interest rates &  the cost of debt
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Fiscal consolidation is becoming more difficult

Source: National Treasury MTBPS October 2016
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Key drivers of inflation

■ Positives 

■ Food inflation

■ Good rains have improved the prospects of good summer & winter crops in 2016/17

■ Food prices are expected to fall as the year progresses

■ Given significant weighting in CPI & high base the impact is likely to be significant

■ Negatives

■ Fuel prices & energy costs

■ Global crude oil & other prices are drifting higher on OPEC deal

■ The risk of renewed rand weakness remain relatively high given a resurgent US$

■ Unknowns

■ The rand

■ Global forces – Risk versus Return 

■ Domestic forces – Political uncertainty & sovereign risk ratings

Inflation expected to ease from January 2017 onwards ( to a trough of 5.1% around October and 

end 2017 at 5.4%)
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Rand drivers

■ Global forces

■ Changing global dynamics & new investment paradigm:

■ Stronger US growth expected to fuel higher inflation

■ Forcing the US Fed to tighten monetary policy more than initially expected

■ Triggered significant portfolio adjustment

■ Reduced exposure to government debt markets (falling prices but rising yields)

■ Increased exposure to selected equity markets (different industry focus)

■ Strong fundamental support for the US dollar

■ Sell-off out of high-risk emerging market assets & currencies

■ New paradigm much less supportive of emerging markets

■ Domestic forces

■ Political  turmoil unlikely to subside:

■ High court ruling on 783 fraud charges against President Zuma

■ Remedial action of State of Capture report outstanding

■ Amendments to FICA still outstanding with serious consequences

■ ANC consultative congress in June and elective conference in December

■ SA not out of the rating woods yet – threat of junk status remain come July & December

■ The economy expected to fare better, but pace of recovery will remain slow
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Investors shifting funds into US on expectations of faster growth and 
higher interest rates

Source: TR Datastream
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Most emerging markets have been more volatile and weaker against 
a resurgent US$

Source: TR Datastream
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Despite reduced appetite for emerging markets, unchanged sovereign 
ratings & improved commodity price outlook have supported the rand

Source: TR Datastream
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Risk of another hike in the very short-term, but interest rates are 
expected to ease in the second half of 2017 to prime of 9.75%

Source: Nedbank Economic Unit
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Where to from here?  
The outlook for 2017

■ Domestic forces 

Key risks:  Renewed political turmoil & continued threat of a sovereign risk rating downgrades

■ Private sector business confidence, fixed investment & employment

■ More favourable global prospects & upturn in global commodity prices

■ Limited power capacity – unlikely to be tested, but should lift slowly as new capacity comes 

on stream

■ Expensive & inefficient economic infrastructure – SOE reform remains slow

■ Labour market reform – national minimum wage, limited progress elsewhere

■ Unfavourable and unclear economic policies 

■ Public sector spending will remain restricted by strain on public finances

■ MTBPS reflects difficult position – requires more spending cuts & increased taxes to reduce 

budget deficit to below 3% in 2018/19

■ The margin of error is small given the threat of sovereign risk rating downgrade to ‘junk’ 

■ Consumer spending is expected to improve but conditional on:

■ Modest job creation possible, but unlikely to be significant

■ Both public and private sector wage growth will remain constrained by economic realities

■ Higher taxes will hurt disposable income

■ Inflation 

■ Interest rates &  the cost of debt
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The economy will remain weak in the medium term

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Economic growth - Annual growth rates (%)

Consumer spending 5.1 3.7 2.0 0.7 1.7 0.9 1.2 1.5

Fixed investment 5.5 2.6 7.0 1.5 2.5 -4.0 0.5 2.3

Exports 3.5 0.8 3.6 3.3 4.1 -0.3 2.8 4.4

Imports 11.9 4.2 5.0 -0.5 5.3 -2.2 2.9 4.8

GDP 3.3 2.2 2.3 1.6 1.3 0.4 1.1 1.5

Balance of Payments

Current Account (R'bn) -67.1 -166.9 -208.1 -201.7 -174.3 -176.4 -207.2 -207.4

As  % of gdp -2.2 -5.1 -5.9 -5.3 -4.3 -4.0 -4.3 -4.0

Interest rates - Year-end rates

3-month JIBAR 5.6 5.1 5.2 6.1 6.6 7.4 6.6 6.4

Prime 9.0 8.5 8.5 9.3 9.8 10.5 10.0 9.8

Long bond 8.1 6.8 8.0 7.9 9.7 8.9 8.8 8.8

Exchange rates - Annual averages

Rand/US$ 7.27 8.22 9.66 10.86 12.77 14.71 13.85 14.19

Rand/Euro 10.12 10.57 12.83 14.34 14.10 16.22 14.37 14.33

Yen/Rand 10.97 9.71 10.11 9.75 9.48 7.39 8.51 8.49

Inflation - Annual averages

New CPI 5.0 5.7 5.8 6.1 4.6 6.3 5.4 5.6
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The end


